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On Commutation Classes of Reduced Words in Weyl Groups
ROBERT BE´DARD
This paper is concerned with commutation classes of reduced words in Weyl groups. It is divided
in three sections. In the first, we give a recursive formula for the number of reduced words in
a commutation class. In the second, we give a tableau-like description of all the reduced words
adapted to a quiver in the case of simply laced root system. In the last, we consider the case of the
longest element w0 for the symmetric group S5 and illustrate the fact that the set of commutation
classes of reduced words of w0 have nice symmetries and a topological structure.
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0. INTRODUCTION
Let W be a finite Weyl group. Given two reduced expressions for an element w of W ,
we say that these expressions are commutation equivalent if, starting with one of these
expressions, we obtain the other by performing only a series of braid relations involving
commuting simple generators of W . See 1.4 for the precise definition. This gives an
equivalence relation and its equivalence classes are the commutation classes of reduced
expressions of w. In this article, we will study these commutation classes. More precisely
this article is divided in three sections. The main result of the first section, Theorem 1.14,
is a recursive formula for the number of reduced expressions in a commutation class. This
is obtained by using the level function of a reduced expression. We first study these
functions in Propositions 1.7 and 1.8. The use of this recursive formula is illustrated in
the last part of the first section in the case of the symmetric group. The second section
is concerned with reduced expressions adapted to a quiver  whose graph is the Dynkin
graph of a simply laced irreducible complex finite-dimensional Lie algebra. If i is a reduced
expression adapted to the quiver , then using the Auslander–Reiten quiver 0 of , we
can describe the level function associated to the commutation class containing i as well as
all the reduced expressions inside this commutation class. These results are presented in
Theorems 2.12 and 2.17 and in Corollary 2.16. In the last section, we consider the set of
commutation classes for the longest element w0 of the symmetric group S5 D W .A4/ and
illustrate that this set has a nice structure with symmetries that do not come from symmetries
at the reduced expression level. Also this set is the 0-skeleton of a CW complex that is
homeomorphic to a sphere S2.
1. COMMUTATION CLASSES
1.1. Let C D .ai j /1i; jn be a Cartan matrix of a complex finite-dimensional semisimple
Lie algebra. Let R be the root system of this Lie algebra relative to a Cartan subalgebra;
RC, the subset of positive roots relative to the choice of a Borel subalgebra containing this
Cartan subalgebra and B D f1; 2; : : : ; ng, the basis of R corresponding to RC. Write
R− for −RC. Let Q be the free abelian group with basis B.
There exists a scalar product .; / on Q such that ai j D 2.i ;  j /=.i ; i / for all 1 
i; j  n. This scalar product is not unique, but it is unique up to multiplication by a positive
.> 0/ number. We will fix one such scalar product. Note that ai j D 0 if and only if a ji D 0.
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For each  2 R, we will denote the corresponding reflection by s: Q ! Q. Recall that
s.z/ D z − ._; z/ for all z 2 Q where _ D 2=.; /. We will denote si by si . Thus
si . j / D  j − ai ji for all 1  i; j  n. Let W be the Weyl group of R. Recall that W is
the subgroup of Aut .Q/ generated by S D fs1; s2; : : : ; sng. We will denote by ‘.w/: the
length of w 2 W relative to S.
1.2. Let w 2 W . If si1si2    sim D w is a reduced expression of w where m D ‘.w/,
then we will abbreviate it by writing i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/. Denote by R.w/: the subset
f 2 RC j w−1./ 2 R−g of RC. It is well known that #R.w/ D ‘.w/ and if i D
.i1; i2; : : : ; im/ is a reduced expression of w, then the sequence .1/.i/; .2/.i/; : : : ; .m/.i/
defined by . j/.i/ D si1si2    si j−1.i j / for j D 1; 2; : : : ;m contains each root of R.w/ once
and exactly once. We define a total order <i on R.w/ by writing  <i  for ;  2 R.w/
if and only if  D .k/.i/,  D .k0/.i/ and k < k0.
1.3. Let w 2 W be an element of length ‘.w/ D m. Consider the graph E.w/ whose
set of vertices is the set of reduced expressions of w and in which two vertices i D
.i1; i2; : : : ; im/, i0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ are joined by an edge if i0 is obtained from i by
(a) replacing two consecutive entries h; k in i (with ahk D 0) by k; h; or by (b) replacing
chk consecutive entries h; k; h; : : : by k; h; k; : : : (with ahk 6D 0 and chk D 3; 4; 6 if ahkakh
is respectively 1, 2, 3). An edge of type (a) is said to be a short braid relation, while one
of type (b) is said to be a long braid relation.
It is known that E.w/ is a connected graph. This is part of a theorem of J. Tits (See [5]).
1.4. We say that two reduced expressions i and j of w are commutation equivalent if
there exists a path 5: i D i0; i1; : : : ; ip D j in E.w/ starting with i and ending with j and
whose edges iq , iqC1 for q D 0; 1; : : : ; .p − 1/ are all short braid relations. We will write
in this case i  j and an equivalence class for this relation is called a commutation class.
We also denote by TiU: the commutation class containing i.
1.5. For the rest of this paper, we will assume that w is an element of W different from
the identity element e. This is to avoid the trivial case where R.w/ D ;.
1.6. Let i be a reduced expression of w 6D e. Define the level function i: R.w/! N
on R.w/ by
i./ D max
(
k  1
 9 a sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k D  of elements of R.w/ending with  such that 1 <i 2 <i : : : <i k and
. j ;  jC1/ 6D 0 for all j D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/
)
and the position function i: R.w/! N on R.w/ by i./ D k where  D .k/.i/.
We could deduce i from i as follows. If  is the only root of R.w/ such that i./ D 1,
then i./ D 1. Assume that i has been defined for all  2 R.w/ with i./ < k and
consider the only root  2 R.w/ such that i./ D k, then i./ D maxfi./ j  2
R.w/; .; / 6D 0 and i./ < kg C 1, if f 2 R.w/ j .; / 6D 0 and i./ < kg 6D ; and
i./ D 1, if f 2 R.w/ j .; / 6D 0 and i./ < kg D ;.
1.7. Let w 6D e be a non-trivial element of W and Fw be the set of functions : R.w/!
N such that the following five properties are verified:
(p.1) 1 2 Image./;
(p.2) if ./ > 1 then 9 2 R.w/ such that .; / 6D 0 and ./ D ./C 1;
(p.3) if ;  2 R.w/;  6D  are such that ./ D ./, then .; / D 0;
(p.4) if we set u0 D e and uk D 5s , the product being over all the roots  2 R.w/ such that
./ D k (note that uk is well defined because of (p.3)), then
u0u1    uM D w−1 where M D maxf./ j  2 R.w/g;
(p.5) if  2 R.w/ is such that ./ D k, then u0u1    uk−1./ 2 B.
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PROPOSITION. Let w 6D e be a non-trivial element of W of length ‘.w/ D m.
(a) If i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ is a reduced expression of w, then i 2 Fw and w−1..m/.i// D
−im . (b) If  2 Fw, then there exists a reduced expression i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ of w such
that  D i.
PROOF. (a) We must check that i verifies the five properties p.1–p.5. Clearly i.i1/ D 1.
Thus (p.1) is verified.
If i./ > 1, then there exists a sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k D  of elements of R.w/ ending
with  such that 1 <i 2 <i    <i k , . j ;  jC1/ 6D 0 for all j D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/ and
i./ D k. In this case, i.k−1/ D k − 1 and it suffices to take  D k−1 to verify (p.2).
If ;  are two distinct elements of R.w/ such that i./ D i./. We can assume without
loss of generality that  <i . If .; / 6D 0, then i./ < i./ by definition of i. This
contradicts our hypothesis. Thus .; / D 0 and (p.3) is verified.
Both properties (p.4) and (p.5) will be proved by induction on ‘.w/. If ‘.w/ D 1,
then w D si , R.w/ D fi g, there is a unique expression i for w: i D .i/ and we have
i.i / D 1. We have M D 1, u0u1 D si D s−1i and u0.i / D i is a simple root.
Assume now that both (p.4) and (p.5) are true whenever ‘.w/ < m and consider an element
w 2 W of length ‘.w/ D m  2. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ be a reduced expression for
w. Consider i0 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1/ and w0 D wsim . Thus ‘.w0/ D ‘.w/ − 1, i0 is a
reduced expression for w0, R.w0/ D R.w/ n f.m/.i/g and, whenever ;  2 R.w0/, we
have  <i0  if and only if  <i . From this we can easily conclude that i./ D i0./
for  2 R.w0/. Write i..m/.i// D p. Note that if  2 R.w0/ is such that i./  p,
then .; .m/.i// D 0, otherwise, we would have i./ < i..m/.i// D p. Write u00 D e,
u0k D 5s for k  1, where the product is over all the roots  2 R.w0/ such that i0./ D k
and M 0 D maxfi0./ j  2 R.w0/g D maxfi./ j  2 R.w/;  6D .m/.i/g. We have
uk D

u0k; if k 6D p;
u0ps.m/.i/; if k D p;
and
M D
8<:M
0; if p < M ;
M 0; if p D M and 9 2 R.w0/ such that i./ D M ;
M 0 C 1; if p D M and 6 9 2 R.w0/ such that i./ D M .
Thus
u0u1u2    uM D u00u01    u0.p−1/u0ps.m/.i/u0.pC1/    u0M 0
D u00u01    u0.p−1/u0pu0.pC1/    u0M 0s.m/.i/
because .; .m/.i// D 0 when i./  p;
D .w0/−1s.m/.i/ by induction
D .w0/−1sw0.im / D sim .w0/−1 D w−1:
This proves property (p.4).
If  2 R.w/,  6D .m/.i/ and i./ D k, then i0./ D k. By induction hypothesis,
u00u01    u0.k−1/./ is a simple root. If k  p, then u0u1    u.k−1/./ D u00u01    u0.k−1/./
is a simple root. If k > p, then
u0u1    u.k−1/./ D u00u01    u0.p−1/u0ps.m/.i/u0.pC1/    u0.k−1/./
D u00u01    u0.p−1/u0pu0.pC1/    u0.k−1/s.m/.i/./
D u00u01    u0.k−1/./;
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because .; .m/.i// D 0 when i./  p. But u00u01    u0.k−1/./ is a simple root, thus
u0u1    u.k−1/./ is also a simple root.
Finally if  D .m/.i/, then
u0u1u2    u.p−1/..m/.i// D u00u01u02    u0.p−1/..m/.i//
D u00u01u02    u0.p−1/u0pu0.pC1/    u0M 0..m/.i//
D .w0/.−1/..m/.i// D .w0/−1.w0/.im / D im
is a simple root. Here we also use the fact that .; .m/.i// D 0 when i./  p.
Thus i 2 Fw and the last part of (a) follows easily from the definition of .m/.i/.
(b) We will prove this by induction on ‘.w/. If ‘.w/ D 1, then w D si for some
i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng. w has a unique reduced expression i D .i/, R.w/ D fi g and i.i / D
1 D .i / because of property (p.1) of . Thus  D i in this case. Assume now
that ‘.w/ > 1 and that part (b) of the proposition is verified for all elements w0 2 W
of length ‘.w0/ D ‘.w/ − 1. Let γ 2 R.w/ be such that .γ / D maxf./ j  2
R.w/g D M . We have by properties (p.4) and (p.5) of  that u0u1    uM D w−1 and
u0u1    uM−1.γ / 2 B. By property (p.3) of , we have uM .γ / D sγ .γ / D −γ . Thus
−u0u1    uM .γ / D −w−1.γ / 2 B and w−1.γ / D −im for some im 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
Consequently w0 D wsim is such that ‘.w/ D ‘.w0/ C 1 and R.w0/ D R.w/ n fγ g. The
restriction 0 D jR.w0/: R.w0/! N of  to R.w0/ belongs to Fw0 . It is easy to check the
properties (p.1), (p.2), (p.3) and (p.5). As for (p.4), we have
u00u01    u0M 0 D u0u1    uM−1uM sγ D w−1sγ D w−1sγ ww−1
D sw−1.γ /w−1 D simw−1 D .w0/−1
where M 0 D maxf.0/ j 0 2 R.w0/g, u00 D e, u0k D 5s0 where the product is over the
roots 0 2 R.w0/ such that 0.0/ D k for k D 1; 2; : : : ;M 0. Note that we have M 0 D M
if there exists a root  2 R.w/,  6D γ such that . / D M and we have M 0 D M − 1
if there is no root  2 R.w/,  6D γ such that . / D M . This last remark follows from
property (p.2) of . This is used above to prove that property (p.4) is verified for 0.
By induction, there exists a reduced expression i0 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1/ of w0 such that
0 D jR.w0/ D i0 . Consider i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1; im/. i is a reduced expression of w,
ijR.w0/ D i0 and i./ D ./ for all  2 R.w/ n fγ g D R.w0/. We will now prove that
i.γ / D .γ / D M . Note first that γ D w0.im / D .m/.i/ and  <i γ for all  2 R.w/,
 6D γ . Also for all  2 R.w/,  6D γ , we have that ./  M and if .γ; / 6D 0, then
./  M − 1 because of property (p.3) of . By definition of i, there exists  2 R.w/,
 6D γ such that .; γ / 6D 0 and i.γ / D i./ C 1 D ./ C 1  M by the remark
above. By property (p.2) of , there exists  0 2 R.w/,  0 6D γ such that . 0; γ / 6D 0 and
.γ / D . 0/C 1 D M . Thus . 0/ D i. 0/ D M − 1 and by definition of i, we get that
i.γ /  i. 0/C 1 D M . Thus i.γ / D .γ / D M and we have proved that  D i. 2
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let i and j be two reduced expressions for w. Then i D j if and
only if i  j.
PROOF. (/ It is enough to prove that i D j whenever i, j are joined by an edge
in E.w/ that is a short braid relation. Assume i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/, j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/
with ia D ja for all a 6D b; .b C 1/, ib D j.bC1/ D h, i.bC1/ D jb D k where ahk D 0.
From this, we find that .a/.i/ D .a/.j/ for all a 6D b; b C 1, .b/.i/ D .bC1/.j/ and
.bC1/.i/ D .b/.j/. Note that we also have ..b/.i/; .bC1/.i// D 0. For each  2 R.w/,
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then any sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k D  with 1 <i 2 <i    <i k and .c; cC1/ 6D 0 for
c D 1; 2; : : : ; .k−1/ cannot contain both .b/.i/ and .bC1/.i/, because otherwise they would
have to be two consecutive entries in this sequence, but their scalar product is 0. Similarly
for each  2 R.w/, then any sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k D  with 1 <j 2 <j    <j k
and .c; cC1/ 6D 0 for c D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/ cannot contained both .b/.j/ D .bC1/.i/
and .bC1/.j/ D .b/.i/. From this and the definition of i and j, we can conclude that
i./ D j./ for all  2 R.w/.
)/ We will prove by induction on ‘.w/ that i D j implies that i  j. If ‘.w/ D 1,
then it is obvious. Assume ‘.w/  2. Write i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ and j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/.
If .m/.i/ D .m/.j/ (in other words, im D jm because of Proposition 1.7 (a)), then we
can consider i0 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1/, j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/. Both i0 and j0 are reduced
expressions of w0 D wsim . Here ‘.w0/ D ‘.w/−1. We have i0 D j0 because i0./ D i./
and j0./ D j./ for all  2 R.w/,  6D .m/.i/. By induction, i0 and j0 are in the same
commutation class. Consequently i  j.
If .m/.i/ 6D .m/.j/, then there exists a unique integer k; 1  k < m such that .k/.i/ D
.m/.j/. We must have ..p/.i/; .k/.i// D 0 for all p > k. For ..p/.i/; .k/.i// 6D
0 for p > k implies that i..p/.i// > i..k/.i//. However, .p/.i/ <j .m/.j/ D
.k/.i/ and ..p/.i/; .k/.i// 6D 0 for p > k implies that j..k/.i// D j..m/.j// >
j..p/.i//. Because i D j, we would have a contradiction. Thus ..p/.i/; .k/.i// D 0
for all p > k. This implies that sik si p D si p sik and aik i p D 0 for p > k. So i00 D
.i1; i2; : : : ; ik−1; ikC1; : : : ; im; ik/ is a reduced expression of w that is in the same com-
mutation class as i and i D i00 D j. Because .m/.i00/ D .k/.i/ D .m/.j/ and by
Proposition 1.7 (a), we have ik D jm . By what preceded, we obtain that i00 and j are in the
same commutation class. Thus i  i00  j and the proposition is proved. 2
COROLLARY 1.9. Let w 6D e be a non-trivial element of W . Then TiU ! i gives a well
defined bijection between the set of commutation classes of the reduced expressions of w and
Fw.
PROOF. This is an easy consequence of Propositions 1.7 and 1.8. 2
1.10. Let i be a reduced expression of w 6D e. We say that the root  2 R.w/ is a
top root for the level function i: R.w/ ! N if and only if, for all  2 R.w/ such that
.; / 6D 0 and  6D , then i./ < i./. We will denote the set of top roots of i by Ti.
LEMMA 1.11. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ be a reduced expression of w 6D e.
(a) If  2 Ti, then there exists a reduced expression j of w such that i  j and .m/.j/ D .
(b) If j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/ is a reduced expression of w such that j  i, then .m/.j/ 2 Ti,
j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/ is a reduced expression of w0 D ws jm D s.m/.j/w with R.w0/ D
R.w/ n f.m/.j/g and j0 : R.w0/ ! N is the restriction of i: R.w/ ! N to R.w0/ D
R.w/ n f.m/.j/g.
PROOF. (a) If .m/.i/ D , then we can take j D i. If .m/.i/ 6D , then there exists a
unique integer k, 1  k < m, such that .k/.i/ D . Because  2 Ti, then .; .p/.i// D 0
for all p > k. Otherwise if .; .p/.i// 6D 0, then  D .k/.i/ <i .p/.i/ would imply
that i..p/.i// > i./ contradicting the fact that  2 Ti. Because ..k/.i/; .p/.i// D 0
for all p > k, we easily obtain that sik si p D si p sik and aik i p D 0 for all p > k. Set j D
.i1; i2; : : : ; ik−1; ikC1; ikC2; : : : ; im; ik/. From what precedes, j is a reduced expression of w
such that i  j and .m/.j/ D si1si2    sik−1sikC1sikC2    sim .ik / D si1si2    sik−1.ik / D .
(b) If .m/.j/ 62 Ti, then there exists  2 R.w/ such that ..m/.j/; / 6D 0 and i./ >
i..m/.j//. Because  <j .m/.j/, we obtain that j./ < j..m/.j//. This gives a
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contradiction, because i  j and by Proposition 1.8, we have i D j. It is easy to see that
j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/ is a reduced expression of w0 D ws jm , that w0 D s.m/.j/w D ws jm
and that R.w0/ D R.w/ n f.m/.j/g. We must prove that j0 D ijR.w/nf.m/.j/g. Because
i  j, we have i D j. But clearly j0 D jjR.w0/. Thus j0 D ijR.w/nf.m/.j/g. 2
LEMMA 1.12. (a) Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/, j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/ be two reduced ex-
pressions of w 6D e such that i  j and im D jm . Then i0 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1/, j0 D
. j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/ are two reduced expressions of w0 D wsim and i0  j0.
(b) Conversely if i0 D .i1; i2; : : : ; im−1/, j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/ are two reduced ex-
pressions of w0 such that i0  j0 and if si is such that ‘.w0si / D ‘.w0/ C 1, then i D
.i1; i2; : : : ; im−1; i/ and j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1; i/ are both reduced expressions of w D w0si
and i  j.
PROOF. (a) The first part is obvious. To prove the last part, we note that, because
im D jm and by Lemma 1.11 (b), we have i0 D ijR.w/nfg and j0 D jjR.w/nfg where
 D .m/.i/ D .m/.j/. Because i  j, we have i D j. Thus we obtain that i0 D j0 and
i0  j0.
(b) is obvious. 2
1.13. We will denote by N .i/: the number of reduced expressions in the commutation
class TiU. This is well defined because i D j if and only if i  j, so N .i/ is independant
of the choice of the reduced expression in the commutation class TiU.
We will now give a recursive formula for the number of elements in each commutation
class.
THEOREM 1.14. Let i be a reduced expression of w 6D e. Then
N .i/ D
X
2Ti
N .ijR.w/nfg/:
PROOF. Consider the map
f V TiU ! f1; 2; : : : ; ng defined by j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/ 7! jm :
Let I D I mage. f /  f1; 2; : : : ; ng and, for k 2 I , f −1.k/ D fj 2 TiU j f .j/ D kg. Clearly
TiU D
a
k2I
f −1.k/ (disjoint union):
Because of Lemma 1.12, #. f −1.k// D #Tj0U where j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/ is an element of
f −1.k/ and j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/. Here j0 is a reduced expression of w0 D ws jm , R.w0/ D
R.w/ n f.m/.j/g and j0 D ijR.w/nf.m/.j/g. Thus # f −1.k/ D N .j0/ D N .ijR.w/nf.m/.j/g/.
To conclude, note that, for j as above, .m/.j/ 2 Ti. Conversely if  2 Ti, there exists a
reduced expression j of w such that j  i and .m/.j/ D . In other words, Ti D f.m/.j/ j
j  ig. From this, we obtain the desired formula. 2
1.15. For the rest of this first section, we will assume that the Cartan matrix C is
symmetric and positive definite. In other words, we assume that the root system R is
simply laced. All the roots have the same length. In this case, we can choose the scalar
product .; / on Q of 1.1 with the added conditions that .i ; i / D 2 for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; n.
The following facts are well known:
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(a) R D f 2 Q j .; / D 2g;
(b) if ;  2 R, then .; / 2 f−2;−1; 0; 1; 2g with .; / D 2,  D ;
(c) if i is a reduced expression of w 6D e such that ;  2 R.w/,  <i  and .; / D −1,
then  <i . C / <i .
REMARK 1.16. Let i be a reduced expression of w 6D e and  2 R.w/. If 1, 2, : : :,
k D  is a sequence of elements of R.w/ ending with  such that 1 <i 2 <i    <i k ,
. j ;  jC1/ 6D 0 for all j D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/ and k D i ./, then . j ;  jC1/ D 1 for all
j D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/. This is obtained as follows. Because . j ;  jC1/ 6D 0, we can only
have . j ;  jC1/ D −2;−1; 1 or 2. The cases . j ;  jC1/ D 2 can be excluded because
 j ;  jC1 are distinct positive roots. The case . j ;  jC1/ D −1 can be excluded because
otherwise we must have by 1.15 (c) that  j <i . jC jC1/ <i  jC1, . j ;  jC jC1/ D . jC
 jC1;  jC1/ D 1 and by considering the sequence 1; 2; : : : ;  j ;  jC jC1;  jC1; : : : ; k D
 we get a contradiction of the fact that i./ D k.
Consequently the level function i: R.w/! N is such that
i./ D max
(
k  1
 9 a sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k D  of elements of R.w/ending with  such that 1 <i 2 <i    <i k and
. j ;  jC1/ D 1 for all j D 1; 2; : : : ; .k − 1/
)
:
Also Fw is the set of functions : R.w/ ! N satisfying the properties (p.1), (p.3), (p.4),
(p.5) as in 1.7 and property .p:2/0: if ./ > 1, then 9 2 R.w/ such that .; / D 1 and
./ D ./C 1.
We could deduce i from i as follows. If  is the only root of R.w/ such that i./ D 1,
then i./ D 1. Assume that i has been defined for all  2 R.w/ with i./ < k and
consider the only root  2 R.w/ such that i./ D k, then i./ D maxfi./ j  2
R.w/; .; / D 1 and i./ < kg C 1 if f 2 R.w/ j .; / D 1 and i./ < kg 6D ; and
i./ D 1 if f 2 R.w/ j .; / D 1 and i./ < kg D ;. We also find that  2 Ti if and
only if, for all  2 R.w/ such that .; / D 1, then i./ < i./.
To end this section, we will illustrate how to compute the number of elements in a
commutation class in the case of the symmetric group SnC1, that is in the case of the root
system An .
1.17. In the case of the root system An , the Cartan matrix C D .ai j /1i; jn is given by
ai j D
( 2; if i D j ;
−1; if ji − j j D 1;
0; if ji − j j > 1.
The set R of roots is f.i C iC1 C    C  j / j 1  i  j  ng and the subset RC of
positive roots is RC D f.i C iC1 C    C  j / j 1  i  j  ng.
1.18. Consider the staircase diagram consisting of the left-justified array of nodes with
n rows and whose i th row consists of i nodes where 1  i  n. The rows are indexed
from top to bottom. The columns are indexed from left to right. We have illustrated below
this diagram in the case of n D 5.

 
  
   
    
We can define a bijection between the nodes in this diagram and the set RC of positive
roots as follows. The node at the intersection of the i th column and the j th row corresponds
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to the positive root i C iC1 C    C  j . Note that i  j . It is easy to verify that
if  corresponds to the node at the intersection of the i th column and the j th row and
 corresponds to the node at the intersection of the i 0th column and the j 0th row, then
.; / D 1 , . either i D i 0 or j D j 0/ and .i; j/ 6D .i 0; j 0/. In other words, two distinct
positive roots  and  have a scalar product equal to 1 if and only if the corresponding
distinct nodes are in the same row or same column.
We will represent the function i (respectively i) by replacing the node corresponding
to the root  2 R.w/ in the staircase diagram by the value i./ (respectively i./) and
by leaving the nodes not corresponding to a root of R.w/.
EXAMPLE 1.19. Consider the reduced expression i D .1; 4; 3; 4; 2; 3; 4; 1; 2; 3/ of the
permutation
w0 D

1 2 3 4 5
5 4 3 2 1

2 S5:
We can describe both i and i using the above convention
i D
1
7 10
6 9 4
5 8 3 2
and i D
1
5 6
4 5 3
3 4 2 1
Then, by applying Theorem 1.14 repeatedly, we can compute the cardinality of the com-
mutation class TiU. We have underlined the value of the level functions on the top roots to
identify these top roots
N
0B@
1
5 6
4 5 3
3 4 2 1
1CA D N
0B@
1
5 
4 5 3
3 4 2 1
1CA D N
0B@
1
 
4 5 3
3 4 2 1
1CAC N
0B@
1
5 
4  3
3 4 2 1
1CA
D 2N
0B@
1
 
4  3
3 4 2 1
1CAC N
0B@
1
5 
4  3
3  2 1
1CA
D 2N
0B@
1
 
  3
3 4 2 1
1CAC 3N
0B@
1
 
4  3
3  2 1
1CA
D 2N
0B@
1
 
  
3 4 2 1
1CAC 5N
0B@
1
 
  3
3  2 1
1CA
D 7N
0B@
1
 
  
3  2 1
1CAC 5N
0B@
1
 
  3
  2 1
1CA
D 12N
0B@
1
 
  
  2 1
1CAC 5N
0B@

 
  3
  2 1
1CA
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D 17N
0B@

 
  
  2 1
1CAC 12N
0B@
1
 
  
   1
1CA
D 29N
0B@

 
  
   1
1CAC 12N
0B@
1
 
  
   
1CA D 29C 12 D 41:
Thus the commutation class TiU has 41 elements.
2. REDUCED EXPRESSIONS ADAPTED TO A QUIVER
2.1. In this section, we will assume that the root system R is irreducible and simply
laced. In particular, the Cartan matrix C is symmetric and positive definite. We will use the
same convention as in 1.15. 1 will denote the Dynkin graph of R. Here 1 is connected and
the set of vertices of 1 is f1; 2; : : : ; ng where i is identified with the simple root i 2 B.
It is well known that there exists a unique element w0 of the Weyl group W that is of
maximal length and, in this case ‘.w0/ D #.RC/. We will also denote this length by .
Let  be the unique permutation of the vertices of 1 such that w0.i / D −.i/. In other
words, if 1 is of type Dn with n even or of type A1, E7 or E8, then  is the identity;
while if 1 is of type An with n > 1, Dn with n odd or E6, then  is the unique non-trivial
automorphism of the graph 1. Denote by h, the Coxeter number of 1. In other words, h
is n C 1, 2.n − 1/, 12, 18 or 30, if 1 is respectively of type An , Dn , E6, E7 or E8.
2.2. Given a graph G whose edges are oriented, we say that a vertex i is a sink (respec-
tively a source) if and only if each edge fi; jg having i as one of its vertices is oriented as
follows: i  j , the arrow pointing towards i (respectively i ! j , the arrow pointing away
from i).
2.3. We will recall the notation of Section 4 of [2] for the theory of representations of
quiver. Let  be a quiver with underlying graph 1. In other words, we have oriented the
edges of 1. Let F be a fixed field. Recall that if i is a sink (respectively a source) of ,
then:
(a) si ./ denote the quiver obtained from  by reversing the orientation of each arrow
that ends (respectively starts) at i ;
(b) 8Ci (respectively 8−i ) denote the corresponding reflection functor from the category
of modules of  to the category of modules of si ./.
2.4. A reduced expression i D .i1; i2; : : : ; i/ of w0 is said to be adapted to the quiver 
if and only if ik is a sink of sik−1sik−2    si1./ D k for all k D 1; 2; : : : ; . For example,
the reduced expression i of Example 1.19 is adapted to the quiver 1 2! 3! 4.
The following facts are known:
(a) A reduced expression i of w0 is adapted to at most one quiver  of 1.
(b) For each quiver  with graph 1, there is a reduced expression i of w0 adapted to .
(c) Let i, j be two reduced expressions of w0 such that j  i. If i is adapted to the quiver
 with graph 1, then so is j.
For (a), see 4.13 in [2]. For (b), see Proposition 4.12 (b) in [2]. As for (c), it is easy
to verify by simply considering the case where j is obtained from i by doing a short braid
relation.
Note that it is a special property of a reduced expression to be adapted to a quiver.
There are reduced expressions that are not adapted to any quiver. For example in the case
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A3 (see 1.17 for the notation), i D .2; 1; 2; 3; 2; 1/ is a reduced expression of the longest
element w0 that is not adapted to any quiver of A3. This is fairly easy to see. If i was
adapted to the quiver , 2 would have to be a sink of  and consequently  would be
1! 2 3. However we then find that 2 is not a sink of s1s2./ D 3.
2.5. Let  be a quiver with graph 1 and i D .i1; i2; : : : ; i/, a reduced expression of
w0 adapted to . As in [2], eik is the unique simple module V D ..Vi /1in; . fi j D 0/i! j /
of k such that
Vi D

F; if i D ik ;
0; otherwise
and, for  D .k/.i/ D si1si2    sik−1.ik /, e D 8−i18−i2   8−ik−1.eik /. e is an inde-
composable module of  whose dimension is . Here the dimension of the module
V D ..Vi /1in; . fi j /i! j / of  is defined as PniD1.dim Vi /i . We will denote by TVU:
the isomorphism class of the module V of .
It is a well known result of Gabriel that the map TeU !  D dim.e/ gives a bijection
between the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules of  with graph 1 and
the set RC of positive roots of 1.
For k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, denote by P.k/ the following module of : P.k/i is the vector
space over F with basis the set of paths k D k0 ! k1 ! k2 !    ! km D i from k to
i in  and for any arrow i ! j in , let fi j : P.k/i ! P.k/ j be defined by sending the
basis element k D k0 ! k1 ! k2 !    ! km D i to k D k0 ! k1 ! k2 !    ! km D
i ! j . P.k/ D .P.k/i ; . fi j /i! j // is an indecomposable projective module of .
2.6. We will also need to recall some notations and results on the Auslander–Reiten
quiver 0 of . For this theory, we refer the reader either to Section 6.5 in [1] or to
Section 2.2 in [3].
The vertices of the Auslander–Reiten quiver are the isomorphism classes of indecompos-
able modules of the quiver  and two isomorphism classes TMU and TN U of indecomposable
modules of  are linked by an arrow TMU ! TN U in 0 if and only if there exists an irre-
ducible morphism M ! N .
As we saw above, the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules of 
are in bijection with RC and we will represent below each vertice TeU of 0 by writ-
ing the corresponding positive root  D dim.e/. We will not need to explicitly deter-
mine the irreducible morphisms between two vertices who are linked together in 0, we
will just draw the arrow in 0 corresponding to the fact that there are irreducible mor-
phisms.
The Auslander–Reiten quiver can be computed in a very combinatorial way using the
dimension type of the indecomposable projective modules and the additivity property of the
dimension types on the Auslander–Reiten sequences.
Let N be the following quiver: its set of vertices is f1; 2; : : : ; ngN and, whenever there
is an arrow i  j in , we draw one arrow .i; z/! . j; z/ and one arrow . j; z/! .i; zC1/
for each z 2 N. Define A./ as the full subquiver of N of all vertices .i; z/ such that
1  z  .hCai −bi /=2 where, for each i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, ai (respectively bi ) is the number
of arrows in the unoriented path from i to .i/ that are directed towards i (respectively
.i/).
There is a unique isomorphism 9:0 ! A./ of quivers such that 9.TP.k/U/ D .k; 1/
for each k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng. From the dimension types of the indecomposable projective
modules, we can then easily computed 0 using this isomorphism 9 and the additivity
property of the dimension on the Auslander–Reiten sequences.
We define : RC ! f1; 2; : : : ng by ./ D i where 9.TeU/ D .i; z/ 2 A./ for some
z 2 N for each  2 RC.
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In the examples below, we write the root  DPniD1 dii by simply displaying the values
.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ in the same pattern as the Dynkin graph 1 and we have identified  2 RC
with the vertex TeU of 0.
EXAMPLE 2.7. For the quiver : 1 2! 3! 4 5 with underlying graph of type
A5, the Auslander–Reiten quiver is
00011 00100 11000
% & % & % &
00010 00111 11100 01000
& % & % & %
00110 11111 01100
& % & %
11110 01111
% & % &
10000 01110 00001
EXAMPLE 2.8. For the quiver
 V
3
.
1 ! 2
-
4
with underlying graph of type D4, the Auslander–Reiten quiver is
0110 11
0
1 00
1
0% & % & %
0100 ! 0101 ! 1211 ! 1110 ! 1111 ! 0001& % & % &
1100 01
1
1 10
0
0
2.9. For two positive roots ;  2 RC, we will write    if and only if there is a path
 D 0 ! 1 ! 2 !    ! k D  in the Auslander–Reiten quiver 0. Here we have
identified the positive roots with the corresponding isomorphism classes of indecomposable
modules as in 2.6. Clearly  is a partial order.
LEMMA 2.10. Let  be a quiver with graph 1 and i be a sink in . Denote by 0: the
quiver si ./, 9:0 ! A./ and 9 0:00 ! A.0/ the isomorphisms defined by 2.6. Let
B.; i/ be the full subquiver of A./ whose set of vertices is Vertices.A.// n f.i; 1/g and
B 0.; i/ be the full subquiver of A.0/ whose set of vertices is Vertices.A.0//nf. .i/; .hC
a0 − b0/=2 − 1/g where a0 (respectively b0) is the number of arrows in the unoriented path
from .i/ to  2.i/ that are directed towards .i/ (respectively  2.i/) in 0.
(a) For j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, j 6D i , we have . j; z/ 2 Vertices.B.; i// if and only if . j; z/ 2
Vertices.B 0.; i//; while we have .i; z/ 2 Vertices.B.; i// if and only if .i; z − 1/ 2
Vertices.B0.; i//.
(b) There is a unique isomorphism 7 : B.; i/ ! B 0.; i/ of quivers such that, for the
vertex . j; z/ of B.; i/, we have
7. j; z/ D

. j; z/; for j 6D i;
.i; z − 1/; for j D i .
(c) For  6D i , we have 7 9./ D 9 0.si .// and ./ D 0.si .//.
(d) If    and  6D i , then si ./ 0 si ./.
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PROOF. (a) For k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, denote by ak (respectively a0k), the number of arrows
in the unoriented path from k to .k/ that are directed towards k in  (respectively 0)
and denote by bk (respectively b0k), the number of arrows in the unoriented path from k to
.k/ that are directed towards .k/ in  (respectively 0). It is easy to verify that:
 if .k/ D k, then a0k D ak D 0 and b0k D bk D 0; if .k/ 6D k and k 6D i;  .i/, then a0k D ak and b0k D bk ; if .k/ 6D k and k D .i/, then a0k D ak C 1 and b0k D bk − 1; if .k/ 6D k and k D i , then a0k D ak − 1 and b0k D bk C 1.
From these observations, (a) follows easily.
(b) Because of (a), 7 gives a bijection between the set of vertices of B.; i/ with the
one of B 0.; i/. We must verify that .k; z/! .k0; z0/ is an arrow in B.; i/ if and only if
7.k; z/! 7.k0; z0/ is an arrow in B 0.; i/.
First if .k; z/! .k0; z0/ is an arrow in A./ and z0 D z, then k  k0 is an arrow in .
In the case where k 6D i , we have k0 6D i because i is a sink, k  k0 is an arrow in 0,
7.k; z/ D .k; z/, 7.k0; z/ D .k0; z/ and 7.k; z/ D .k; z/! .k0; z/ D 7.k0; z0/ is an arrow
in A.0/. In the case where k D i , we have k ! k0 is an arrow in 0, 7.k; z/ D .k; z−1/,
7.k0; z/ D .k0; z/ and 7.k; z/ D .k; z − 1/! .k0; z/ D 7.k0; z0/ is an arrow in A.0/.
Secondly if .k; z/! .k0; z0/ is an arrow in A./ and z0 D zC1, then k ! k0 is an arrow
in . In the case where k0 6D i , we have k 6D i because i is a sink, k ! k0 is an arrow in 0,
7.k; z/ D .k; z/, 7.k0; z C 1/ D .k0; z C 1/ and 7.k; z/ D .k; z/! .k0; z C 1/ D 7.k0; z0/
is an arrow in A.0/. In the case where k0 D i , we have k  k0 is an arrow in 0,
7.k; z/ D .k; z/, 7.k0; z C 1/ D .k0; z/ and 7.k; z/ D .k; z/ ! .k0; z/ D 7.k0; z0/ is an
arrow in A.0/.
This shows that if .k; z/ ! .k0; z0/ is an arrow in B.; i/, then 7.k; z/ ! 7.k0; z0/ is
an arrow in B 0.; i/. The converse is proved similarly and the proof is left to the reader.
Thus (b) is verified.
(c) For k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, denote by P.k/ (respectively P 0.k/) the indecomposable pro-
jective module of  (respectively 0) as defined in 2.5. It is easy to check that
si .dim.P 0.k/// D
8>><>>:
dim.P.k/; if k 6D i ; X
j
ai jD−1
dim.P. j//
!
− dim.P.i// D 9−1.i; 2/; if k D i .
This means that the formula 7  9./ D 9 0.si .// is true when 9./ D .k; 1/ for k 6D i
and also for 9./ D .i; 2/. Because of the additivity property of the dimension, the fact
that the formula is true for the above cases and the construction of the Auslander–Reiten
quiver, we can conclude that the formula 7  9./ D 9 0.si .// is true for all  6D i .
Because of the definition of  and 0 , we get ./ D 0.si .// for  6D i .
(d) If    and  6D i , then there exists a path  D 0 ! 1 ! 2 !    ! k D 
in the Auslander–Reiten quiver 0. Because i is a source in 0, then  j 6D i for all
j D 1; 2; : : : ; k and 9. j / 2 Vertices.B.; i//. Considering the image of the path under
7 , using the isomorphisms 9 and 9 0 and (c), we get a path si ./ D si .0/! si .1/!
   ! si .k/ D si ./ in the Auslander–Reiten quiver 00 . Thus si ./ 0 si ./. 2
LEMMA 2.11. Let  be a quiver with graph 1 and i D .i1; i2; : : : ; i/ be a reduced
expression of w0 adapted to . Let 0 be the Auslander–Reiten quiver of .
(a) If  D .k/.i/ D si1si2    sik−1.ik /, then ./ D ik .
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(b) If  !  is an arrow in 0 for ;  2 RC, then  <i  and .; / D 1.
(c)  <i  and .; / D 1, then   .
PROOF. (a) If  D .1/.i/ D i1 , then e D P.i1/ corresponds to .i1; 1/ in A./ under
9 and we obtain that ./ D i1. If  D .k/.i/ D si1si2    sik−1.ik / for k > 1, then, by
repeatedly using Lemma 2.10 (c) we get ./ D k .sik−1    si2 si1.// D k .ik / D ik
by what preceded.
(b) If  !  is an arrow in 0 for ,  2 RC, then  <i . Otherwise if  <i , then,
because of Proposition 4.12 (c) in [2], there is only one morphism e ! e of modules of
: the trivial morphism 0: e ! e . This contradicts the fact that there exists an irreducible
morphism e ! e that is non-trivial, because  !  is an arrow in 0. Thus  <i 
because <i is a total order.
If  D .1/.i/ D i1 , then i1 is a sink in ,  is a source in 0 and e D P.i1/. In this
case, if  !  in 0, then e D P.k/ for some k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng with ai1k D −1 and it
is easy to check that dim.P.k// D  is such that .; i1/ D 1 by using the description of
P.k/ in 2.5. If  D .k/.i/ D si1si2    sik−1.ik / for k > 1 and  D .k0/.i/ with  !  in
0, then as we saw above k < k0 and by repeatedly using Lemma 2.10 (c) we can reduce
our task to the case where k D 1 and the result follows from above.
(c) We will only sketch the proof of (c). Using Lemma 2.10 (c), we can assume that
 D .1/.i/ D i1 . Denote by Z1 the translation quiver associated to the Dynkin graph
1 as presented in Figure 13 of Section 6.5 of [1]. There is a unique embedding 4 of 0
(or A./ under the isomorphism 9) into Z1 such that P.1/ D 9−1.1; 1/ is mapped to
the vertex .1; 1/ of Z1. There is a unique additive function g : Vertices.Z1/ ! Z from
the set of vertices of Z1 to Z such that g.4.γ // D .; γ / for all γ 2 RC. This notion
of additive function is defined in Section 6.5 of [1]. For the vertex v of Z1, denote the
additive function starting at v (also defined in 6.5 of [1]) by fv . It is then possible to check
that
g D 2 f4./ −
X
v
4./!v
fv: ./
To verify ./, it is enough to consider only the vertices 4.P.k// for k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng
because the equality at other vertices follows from the additivity property. For the vertex
4.P.k//, the formula ./ follows from the description of the P.k/ and the fv . Once ./ is
established, it is then possible to compute g and verify that if  D i1 <i  and .; / D 1,
then there exists a path from 4./ to 4./ in Z1. Because of our description of 0 or
A./, this means that there is a path from  to  in 0 and that   . Note that the
formula ./ is very similar to the expression of  D i1 in terms of the fundamental weights
of the root system .R; B/. 2
2.12. We now describe the level function i: RC ! N of a reduced expression i of w0
adapted to the quiver  with graph 1 by using the combinatorics of the Auslander–Reiten
quiver 0 of .
THEOREM. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; i/ be a reduced expression of w0 adapted to the quiver
 of 1, 0 be the Auslander–Reiten quiver of  and i: RC ! N be the level function for
i. We have:
(a) There is a unique well defined function : RC ! N such that
./ D

1; if  is a source in 0;
maxf./ j  !  in 0g C 1; otherwise.
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(b)  D i.
(c)  2 Ti if and only if  is a sink in 0.
PROOF. (a) To show that  is well defined, we can use induction on the partial order
. If  is an element of RC such that f 2 RC j   ;  6D g is empty, then  is a
source in 0 and, in this case, ./ D 1. Assume now that  has been defined for all
 2 RC,    and  6D  and that f 2 RC j   ;  6D g is not empty (in other
words,  is not a source in 0). If  is such that  !  in 0, then    and ./
is defined. Thus ./ D maxf./ j  !  in 0g C 1 defines  on . The unicity is
proved similarly.
(b) Assume first that  is a source in 0, then we want to prove that i./ D 1. Note
that because i1 is a sink in , then i1 is a source in 0. Thus if  D .1/.i/ D i1 , then
we have clearly that i./ D 1 D ./. If  6D i1 , then there exists a unique integer k,
1 < k   such that  D .k/.i/ D si1si2    sik−1.ik /. We must have ..p/.i/; / D 0 for
all p such that 1  p < k. Otherwise if ..p/.i/; / 6D 0 for some p, 1  p < k, then
there exists  <i  such that .; / D 1. We obtain this  as follows. If ..p/.i/; / D 1,
then we take  D .p/.i/; while if ..p/.i/; / D −1, we take  D .p/.i/C . In this last
case,  <i  by 1.15 (c). Because  <i  and .; / D 1, we get    and there exists
a path  D 0 ! 1 !   m D  in 0 by Lemma 2.11 (c). However, this contradicts
the fact that  is a source. Consequently ..p/.i/; .k/.i// D 0, ai pik D 0 and si p sik D sik si p
for all p, 1  p < k. From this, we get that i0 D .ik; i1; i2; : : : ; ik−1; ikC1; : : : ; i/ is a
reduced expression of w0 such that i  i0 and i0 is adapted to . However, in this case
i0./ D 1 D i./ by Proposition 1.8. So i./ D ./ whenever  is a source in 0.
Assume now that we have shown the equality ./ D i./ for all positive roots
  ,  6D . We now wish to prove that ./ D i./ when  is not a source. If 
is not a source, we have f 2 RC j  ! g 6D ;. By Lemma 2.11 (b), if  !  in 0 for
 2 RC, then  <i , .; / D 1 and f 2 RC j  <i  and .; / D 1g 6D ;. From this
and Remark 1.16, we find that i./ D maxfi./ j  2 RC; .; / D 1 and  <i g C 1.
If  <i  and .; / D 1, then    by Lemma 2.11 (c). Thus for  2 RC, .; / D 1
and  <i , we have i./ D ./ by induction hypothesis. Because   , there
exists a path  D 0 ! 1 ! 2 !    ! k D  in 0 and consequently  D 0 
1  2      k D  and . j / D i. j / when j < k by induction hypothesis.
Because of the definition of , we get that ./ D .0/ < .1/ < .2/ <    <
.
k/ D ./. Thus we get from all of the above remarks that
i./ D maxfi./ j  2 RC; .; / D 1 and  <i g C 1
D maxf./ j  2 RC and  !  in 0g C 1
and i./ D ./. Thus i D .
(c) Because of (b), i D . If  is not a sink in 0, then there exists γ 2 RC such
that  ! γ in 0, but then .; γ / D 1 and ./ < .γ /. This show that  62 Ti. If
 is a sink and assume that  62 Ti, then there exists  2 RC such that .;  / D 1 and
i./ < i. /. From this, we get that  <i  . If  <i , we would get a contradiction with
i./ < i. /. Thus we have  <i  and .;  / D 1. However, by Lemma 2.11 (c), we
get that    and that there exists a path  D 0 ! 1 !    ! k D  in 0. This
contradicts the fact that  is a sink. Thus Ti is equal to the set of sinks of 0. 2
EXAMPLE 2.13. Note that i D .1; 4; 3; 2; 5; 1; 4; 3; 5; 4; 2; 5; 3; 4; 1/ is a reduced ex-
pression of w0 2 W .A5/ adapted to the quiver : 1 2! 3! 4 5 of Example 2.7.
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If we represent the level function i D  by writing at the position of the positive root 
in the Auslander–Reiten quiver 0 the value i./ of i, we obtain
2 4 6
% & % & % &
1 3 5 7
& % & % & %
2 4 6
& % & %
3 5
% & % &
1 4 6
In this case, if we had used the same notation as in 1.18, we would have obtained
i D
1
12 14
10 13 9
4 6 3 2
8 11 7 5 15
and i D
1
6 7
5 6 4
3 4 2 1
4 5 3 2 6
It is easy to check with the Auslander–Reiten quiver of Example 2.7 that the two descriptions
of i are the same.
EXAMPLE 2.14. Note that i D .2; 1; 3; 4; 2; 1; 3; 4; 2; 1; 3; 4/ is a reduced expression of
w0 2 W .D4/ adapted to the quiver
 V
3
.
1 ! 2
-
4
of Example 2.8. Again if we represent the level function i by writing at the position of
the positive root  in the Auslander–Reiten quiver 0 the value i./ of i D , we get
2 4 6
% & % & %
1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 ! 6
& % & % &
2 4 6
2.15. We can extend the previous theorem to reduced expressions for elements w dif-
ferent from w0. Let w be an element of W , w 6D e and  be a quiver with underlying
graph 1. A reduced expression i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ of w is said to be adapted to the quiver
 if and only if there exists a reduced expression j D . j1; j2; : : : ; j/ of w0 adapted to the
quiver  (as defined in 2.4) such that jk D ik for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m.
Note that if i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/, i0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ are two reduced expressions of w
such that i  i0 and i is adapted to the quiver , then i0 is also adapted to . To verify
this, we proceed as follows. Because i is adapted to , there exists a reduced expression
j D . j1; j2; : : : ; j/ of w0 adapted to  (as in 2.4) such that jk D ik for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m.
But j0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m; jmC1; : : : ; j/ is also a reduced expression of w0 such that j  j0.
By 2.4 (c), it is also adapted to  and consequently i0 is adapted to  as defined above.
We will denote by 0jR.w/ the full subquiver of 0 whose set of vertices is R.w/ and
by jR.w/: the restriction of  to R.w/.
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COROLLARY 2.16. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ be a reduced expression ofw .w 6D e/ adapted
to the quiver , j D . j1; j2; : : : ; j/ be a reduced expression of w0 adapted to  such that
jk D ik for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m, 0jR.w/ be as above and i V R.w/! N be the level function
for i. We have:
(a) i: R.w/! N is the restriction of j D : RC ! N to R.w/;
(b) i D jR.w/ where jR.w/: R.w/! N is the unique function defined by
jR.w/./ D 1 if  is a source in 0jR.w/ and
jR.w/./ D maxfjR.w/./ j  2 R.w/;  !  in 0jR.w/g C 1; otherwise.
(c)  2 Ti if and only if  is a sink in 0jR.w/.
PROOF. (a) Because R.w/ D f.k/.i/ j k D 1; 2; : : : ;mg, .k/.i/ D .k/.j/ for k D
1; 2; : : : ;m and the definition of the level functions i and j, we easily obtain that i./ D
j./ for all  2 R.w/. By Theorem 2.12 (b), j D . Thus (a) is proved.
(b) First note that if  is a source in 0jR.w/, then it is also a source in 0. For otherwise,
if  is not a source in 0, then there exists a positive root  2 RCnR.w/ such that  !  in
0. By Lemma 2.11 (b), we get that  <j . Because  2 R.w/, the definition of<j and the
fact that .k/.i/ D .k/.j/ for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m, we get that  2 R.w/. This is a contradiction.
Thus  must be a source in 0. Secondly by an argument similar to previous one, for
 2 R.w/, we get that f 2 RC j  !  in 0g D f 2 R.w/ j  !  in 0jR.w/g.
Thirdly if we define the partial order on R.w/ by writing  jR.w/  if and only if there
exists a path  D 0 ! 1 !    ! k D  in 0jR.w/. By the same type of argument
as previously, we get that, for ;  2 R.w/, we have    if and only if  jR.w/ .
Because i D jjR.w/ and j D , we get that i./ D ./ for  2 R.w/. If  is a
source in 0jR.w/, then i./ D ./ D 1 D jR.w/./, because  is a source in 0.
Assume that  is not a source in 0jR.w/ and that we have that i./ D jR.w/./ D
./ for all  jR.w/ , we want to show that i./ D jR.w/./ D ./. Because
 is not a source in 0jR.w/, it is not a source in 0 and we have from the above remarks
and induction hypothesis that
i./ D ./
D maxf./ j  2 RC;  !  in 0g C 1
D maxf./ j  2 R.w/;  !  in 0jR.w/g C 1
D maxfjR.w/./ j  2 R.w/;  !  in 0jR.w/g C 1:
Thus (b) is proved.
(c) If  2 Ti and  is not a sink in 0jR.w/, then there exists γ 2 R.w/ such that ! γ
in 0jR.w/ and .; γ / D 1. So  ! γ in 0 and  <j γ by Lemma 2.11 (b). But
; γ 2 R.w/, we get that  <i γ from the fact that .k/.i/ D .k/.j/ for k D 1; 2; : : :m.
Thus i./ < i.γ / and this contradicts the fact that  2 Ti. If  is a sink in 0jR.w/ and
assume that  62 Ti, then there exists  2 R.w/ such that .;  / D 1 and i./ < i. /.
From this, we get that  <i  as in the proof of 2.12 (c). Because we have .;  / D 1 and
 <i  , we can proceed as in the proof of 2.12 (c), and conclude that there exists a path
 D 0 ! 1 !    ! k D  in 0. However, because  2 R.w/ and  j <i  , we
get that  j 2 R.w/. Thus  ! 1 in 0jR.w/ contradicting the fact that  is a sink in
0jR.w/. 2
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2.17. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ be a reduced expression of w 2 W .w 6D e/ adapted to
the quiver . We will now give a description of all reduced expressions i0 of w in the
commutation class TiU using the subquiver 0jR.w/.
Let EjR.w/ be the set of bijections f : R.w/ ! f1; 2; : : : ;mg such that f ./ < f ./
whenever ;  2 R.w/ and  !  in 0jR.w/.
THEOREM. (With the above notations)
(a) If i0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ is a reduced expression of w such that i0  i, then i0 2 EjR.w/
where i0 is the position function defined in 1.6 and we also have i 0k D jR.w/.−1i0 .k// for
k D 1; 2; : : : ;m.
(b) The function TiU ! EjR.w/ defined by i0 7! i0 is a bijection whose inverse EjR.w/!
TiU is given by f 7! .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ where i 0k D jR.w/. f −1.k// for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m.
PROOF. (a) Because i0  i and i is adapted to , we noted in 2.15 that i0 is also adapted
to  and there exists a reduced expression j0 D . j 01; j 02; : : : ; j 0/ of w0 adapted to  (as
defined in 2.4) such that j 0k D i 0k for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m. If ;  2 R.w/ and  !  in
0jR.w/, then  !  in 0 and, by Lemma 2.11 (b), we get that  <j0 . Because i 0k D j 0k
for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m and ;  2 R.w/, we get that  <i0  and i0./ < i0./. Thus
i0 2 EjR.w/.
By Lemma 2.11 (a), we have ..k/.j0// D j 0k for 1  k  . If 1  k  m, then
.
.k/.j0// D ..k/.i0// D jR.w/..k/.i0// D j 0k D i 0k and jR.w/.−1i0 .k// D i 0k .
(b) Because of (a), the map i0 7! i0 is well defined and injective. We must show that
this map i0 7! i0 is surjective. More precisely, if f 2 EjR.w/, then there exists a reduced
expression i0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ of w .w 6D e/ such that f D i0 and i 0k D jR.w/. f −1.k//
for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m. We will prove this by induction on ‘.w/ D m. The case m D 1 is
easy. Assume now that the result is verified when ‘.w/ < m and consider w such that
‘.w/ D m > 1 and f 2 EjR.w/.
Let γ be the unique root of R.w/ such that f .γ / D m. Then γ is a sink of 0jR.w/,
otherwise, there exists a root  2 R.w/ such that γ !  in 0jR.w/. However, we would
have m D f .γ / < f ./ because f 2 EjR.w/ and this is absurd because f .R.w// D
f1; 2; : : : ;mg. By Corollary 2.16 (c), γ 2 Ti. By Lemma 1.11 (a), there exists a reduced
expression j D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm/ of w such that i  j and .m/.j/ D γ . By Proposition 1.7(a),
w−1.γ / D − jm . Note that j is also adapted to . From this, we get that w0 D ws jm is such
that ‘.w0/C 1 D ‘.w/, j0 D . j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1/ is a reduced expression of w0 adapted to 
and R.w0/ D R.w/ n fγ g. Consider the restriction fjR.w0/: R.w0/! f1; 2; : : : ;m − 1g of f
to R.w0/. Clearly fjR.w0/ is a bijection such that fjR.w0/./ < fjR.w0/./ whenever ;  2
R.w0/ and  !  in 0jR.w0/. By induction hypothesis, fjR.w0/ D j00 for some reduced
expression j00 D . j 001 ; j 002 ; : : : ; j 00m−1/ of w0 such that j00  j0 and j 00k D jR.w0/. f −1.k//
for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m − 1. Set i0 D .i 01; i 02; : : : ; i 0m/ D . j 001 ; j 002 ; : : : ; j 00m−1; jm/. Then i0 is
a reduced expression of w, .m/.i0/ D w0. jm / D γ and i0 D . j 001 ; j 002 ; : : : ; j 00m−1; jm/ 
. j1; j2; : : : ; jm−1; jm/ D j  i because j00  j0. Because .m/.i0/ D γ , fjR.w0/ D j00 and
j 00k D . f −1.k// for k D 1; 2; : : : ;m − 1, we get that f D i0 and i 0k D . f −1.k// for
k D 1; 2; : : : ;m. This completes the proof of (b). 2
EXAMPLE 2.18. i D .1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 1; 4; 3; 2; 1/ is a reduced expression for the longest
element w0 in the case A4 that is compatible with the quiver : 1  2  3  4. The
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corresponding Auslander–Reiten quiver 0 is
1111
% &
1110 0111
% & % &
1100 0110 0011
% & % & % &
1000 0100 0010 0001
and the quiver A./ is
.4; 0/
% &
.3; 0/ .3; 1/
% & % &
.2; 0/ .2; 1/ .2; 2/
% & % & % &
.1; 0/ .1; 1/ .1; 2/ .1; 3/
The isomorphism 9 simply maps corresponding vertices of these two quivers. The elements
of EjR.w0/ are represented below by writing f ./ in the position corresponding to  in 0
for each f 2 EjR.w0/. To the right of each of these f , we have written the corresponding
reduced expression i0 2 TiU under the isomorphism of the preceding theorem.
4
% &
3 7
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 5 8 10
.1; 2; 3; 4; 1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1/
4
% &
3 8
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 5 7 10
.1; 2; 3; 4; 1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 1/
5
% &
3 7
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 4 8 10
.1; 2; 3; 1; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1/
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5
% &
3 8
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 4 7 10
.1; 2; 3; 1; 4; 2; 1; 3; 2; 1/
6
% &
3 8
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 4 7 10
.1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 4; 1; 3; 2; 1/
6
% &
3 7
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 4 8 10
.1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 4; 3; 1; 2; 1/
7
% &
3 8
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 4 6 10
.1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1; 4; 3; 2; 1/
5
% &
4 7
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 3 8 10
.1; 2; 1; 3; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1/
5
% &
4 8
% & % &
2 6 9
% & % & % &
1 3 7 10
.1; 2; 1; 3; 4; 2; 1; 3; 2; 1/
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6
% &
4 7
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 3 8 10
.1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 4; 3; 1; 2; 1/
6
% &
4 8
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 3 7 10
.1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 4; 1; 3; 2; 1/
7
% &
4 8
% & % &
2 5 9
% & % & % &
1 3 6 10
.1; 2; 1; 3; 2; 1; 4; 3; 2; 1/
2.19. Let i D .i1; i2; : : : ; im/ be a reduced expression of w and k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, denote
#f1  a  m j ia D kg by multk.i/. In other words, multk.i/ is the number of times the
generator sk appears in the reduced expression si1si2    sim of w.
It is easy to check that if i, j are two reduced expressions of w .w 6D e/ such that i  j,
then multk.j/ D multk.i/ for all k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
COROLLARY 2.20. Let i be a reduced expression of w0 adapted to the quiver . We
have:
(a) multk.i/ D .h C ak − bk/=2 for k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng where h is the Coxeter number and
ak (respectively bk) is the number of arrows in the unoriented path from k to .k/ that
are directed towards k (respectively .k/).
(b) If .k/ D k, then multk.i/ D h=2.
(c) If .k/ 6D k, then multk.i/C mult.k/.i/ D h.
PROOF. (a) This follows from the previous theorem and the description of 0 and A./
in 2.6.
(b) This follows from (a) and the fact that ak D bk D 0 if .k/ D k.
(c) This follows from (a) and the fact that a.k/ D bk and b.k/ D ak if .k/ 6D k. 2
3. AN EXAMPLE
3.1. Let w 2 W , .w 6D e/. We can now consider the following graph C.w/. The set of
vertices of C.w/ is the set of commutation classes of reduced expressions of w and we say
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TABLE 1.
Table of commutation classes for w0.
Ind TiU Representative of TiU #TiU Ind TiU Representative of TiU #TiU
1 (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1) 12 32 (3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1) 20
2 (2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1) 5 33 (1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3) 20
3 (1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1) 4 34 (1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3) 15
4 (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2) 5 35 (1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 2) 15
5 (2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1) 8 36 (3, 2, 3, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1) 12
6 (2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2) 2 37 (2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4) 2
7 (1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1) 10 38 (2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2) 70
8 (1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1) 10 39 (2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2) 2
9 (1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2) 8 40 (2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2) 2
10 (2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1) 41 41 (3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1) 20
11 (2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1) 1 42 (1, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3) 20
12 (2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2) 2 43 (1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 3) 12
13 (2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2) 2 44 (4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2) 2
14 (1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1) 16 45 (3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1) 41
15 (3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1) 2 46 (3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4) 1
16 (1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3) 2 47 (2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4) 2
17 (1, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2) 41 48 (2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2) 16
18 (1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2) 1 49 (4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2) 2
19 (2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1) 12 50 (3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 2
20 (2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2) 20 51 (1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3) 41
21 (3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1) 2 52 (3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3) 2
22 (2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2) 20 53 (4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3) 1
23 (1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1) 70 54 (3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4) 8
24 (3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1) 2 55 (2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4) 10
25 (1, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3) 2 56 (4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2) 10
26 (1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3) 2 57 (3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 2
27 (1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2) 12 58 (4, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3) 8
28 (3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 4, 2, 1) 15 59 (3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4) 5
29 (2, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1) 15 60 (4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4) 4
30 (2, 1, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2) 20 61 (4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 5
31 (2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2) 20 62 (4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4) 12
that the two commutation classes TiU and TjU are linked by an edge in C.w/ if and only if
there exists reduced expressions i0 2 TiU and j0 2 TjU such that i0; j0 is an edge in E.w/ that
is a long braid relation. Recall that the graph E.w/ is defined in 1.3.
3.2. We will now illustrate the graph C.w0/ for the longest element w0 of W .A4/. In
Figure 1 we have drawn this graph by embedding it in a sphere S2. This sphere is represented
by two disks whose boundaries are identified. There are 62 commutation classes for the
longest element w0 2 W .A4/. Thus there are 62 vertices for C.w0/ and they are indexed
in Figure 1 from 1 to 62 by using the table of commutation classes. These indices denoted
Ind(TiU) are in the first column of table 1. The edges are drawn as line segments between
two vertices. In the table of commutation classes, we also indicate how many reduced
expressions are contained in each of these commutation classes. This is indicated in the
third column of table 1. Representatives of each commutation class are listed in the second
column of table 1.
3.3. As we can see from Figure 1, C.w0/ has symmetries that do not come from sym-
metries at the reduced expression level. For example there is a rotation fixing the vertices
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indexed by 14 and 48 and sending the vertex indexed by 3 to the one indexed by 15.
However, the commutation class corresponding to the index 3 has 4 elements, while the
commutation class corresponding to the index 15 has 2 elements.
We can also see that the set of vertices (respectively edges) of C.w0/ is the 0-skeleton (re-
spectively 1-skeleton) of a CW-complex that is homeomorphic to the sphere S2. However,
we do not know how to define the k-cell for k > 1 except by the graph in Figure 1.
We have also studied the set C.w0/ for other Weyl groups. There are also nice symme-
tries and a CW complex whose 0-skeleton (respectively 1-skeleton) is the set of vertices
(respectively edges) of C.w0/. In Figures 1.4.4 and 1.4.5 of [4] A. Scott has drawn the
graphs C.w0/ for the longest element w0 of W .A1/, W .A2/, W .A3/, W .B2/ and W .B3/.
A. Scott also has many other results in [4] on commutation classes for Weyl groups, mainly
on classical Weyl groups.
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